
Ink Jet Fluids for Industrial Printing

An Application Viewpoint



WHY INK MATTERS

  Industrial Print = Function as well as appearance

  Adhesion
  Heat resistance
  Conductivity
  UV lightfastness
  Flexibility -> Hardness
  Compatibility with 

other processes

èAs a result the fluids are often highly specific

Source: InPrint



DR MARK BALE  
- VARIED BACKGROUND

RGB AM-OLED TVs

Corrugated 
Boxes

Ceramic TilesSolar Cells



WHY APPLICATIONS 
DRIVE INK CHOICES

The end use demands the specific performance 

Chemistry defines what is possible within process constraints



INK TYPES 
– WHAT’S INSIDE

Complexity varies significantly depending on required balance o 
properties required. The following are non-definitive examples

Aqueous UV-cured Hot-melt Solvent



AQUEOUS INKS
- FORMULATING PRINCIPLES

  Target 1: Balancing head performance with drying

  Target 2: Achieving film functionality with resin “binder”

  Latency effect is key reason for rise in recirculating print heads



AQUEOUS EXAMPLES
- CO-SOLVENT SELECTION
  Most office & production inkjet often use humectant like glycerol

  Not good for non-absorbing media (like packaging) 

  This Aq-UV ink uses much faster drying co-
solvents so cure is achieved è

Source: Kyocera Mita, US8444261 

Source: Sun, WO2018/022590



UV CURABLE INKS
- FORMULATING PRINCIPLES

  Target 1 = Balance monomers and oligomers for viscosity / function

  Target 2 = Adjust surface tension for substrate / process

RIGID

FLEXIBLE



UV EXAMPLE
- NARROW WEB LABEL INK

Ink-to-substrate wetting and ink-ink 
interactions are critical factors

©Imagexpert

UV-cured inkjet inks have seen steady growth over 10+ years



UV LABEL INK
- SUBSTRATE WETTING

  Wetting of media in required time depends critically on surfactant

à Key claim is the need to gain low surface tension quickly

Source: KrussSource: Agfa, US8646901 



UV LABEL INK
- INK WETTING

  Again it comes down to tuning surface tension with additives
  Eg. white ink under/over CMYK print

Source:us9243154



HOTMELT INKS
- FORMULATING PRINCIPLES

  Target 1 = Choose base wax for function

  Target 3 = Adjust viscosity and colorant for application

  Mixtures of different waxes are common to get correct property



HOTMELT EXAMPLE
- EDIBLE INKS

First patented by Exxon in the early 1980s (US4390369)

Food compliance is critical factor
=> Carnuba wax and beeswax are common choices
=> Glycols can also be used but don’t completely solidify:

From Sun Chemical application GB2438197

Source: eatmylogo.co.uk



HOTMELT EXAMPLE
- ETCH RESIST INK

Freezes upon contact for line definition
= Reduced spread and increased layer thickness / resistance

Acid wax can be removed by base solution:

+ Adding UV curable materials can improve resistance properties
Source:Sun Chem, us899185



SOLVENT INKS
- FORMULATING PRINCIPLES

  Target 1 = Choose active material for function

  Target 2 = Adjust solvent blend for application / printing

=> like for aqueous depends again if media is absorbing or not

Source: Dip Tech



SOLVENT INK EXAMPLE
- GRAPHICS INK

Drying needs to be fast enough to prevent bleed

Blending solvents creates best balance of these needs

Source: Epson, US9725610



SOLVENT INK EXAMPLE
- OLED INK

Quite unlike graphics inks, solid content is very low (<~1%)

Balance solvents to counter “coffee ring” effect

Source: Cambridge Display Tech, US7807070



Interested in learning more ?
We will be presenting at the IMI Winter 

Workshop in January 2020

We make ink work – See us on stand 120


